Use Your Career Center

BASIC TIPS:

- Your career center can be invaluable to you. Many students make the mistake of not utilizing their career center at all, or they wait until their senior year. Don’t make that mistake; visit your career center early and often!

- Your career center is there for your benefit. The career center professionals can review your resumes and cover letters, help you find networking opportunities, offer interviewing tips, and assist in landing internships and co-ops.

- A little preparation goes a long way! Most universities have interview workshops and/or mock interviews. If you spend the time up front on these important skills, you will likely be better prepared when you interview with companies.

- Your career center can often lead you to your career. Your career center professionals are plugged into the work world and know employers, alumni, faculty, and others in various fields, and they can often give you introductions or “leads” so you can learn about valuable internship and co-op opportunities. Use your career center to your advantage!